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With approximately one
million of the United State's
population being functionally
deaf, American Sign Language
(ASL) is the third most used
language in the country. An
estimated 500,000 members of
the deaf community use ASL to
communicate on a daily basis,
for interactions with members
of both the hearing and the deaf
community. According to the
Modern Language Association
(MI.A), ASL is the fastest
growing language in America,
"with the ASL major and minor
having the most people it has
ever had," according to Teague
Albenesius, President ofClemson
University's American Sign
Language Club.
Deaf Awareness Week
stresses the importance of the
hearing community learning
ASL in order to create an open
forum of otherwise non-existent
communication, bridging the
gap between two people who
would otherwise be unable to
interact. Additionally, it works to
bring to light the specific cultures
and accomplishments of the
deaf community.
Luke Benoit, who has been
deaf his whole life, explained that
deafawareness was about "people
getting together to show what
deafculture and theASLlanguage
is all about." Benoit went on to
add that when members of the
hearing community know ASL,
it opens doors ofcommunication
and brings people together. To
encourage this, the Clemson ASL
Student Oub will be hosting
events throughout the week
that teach students and faculty
ASL. Monday, on library bridge,
students can learn the basics of
ASL alphabet, how to spell their
names in ASL on Tuesday and
how to sign the Clemson Alma
Mater on Thursday. In Daniel
Hall, 214, on Monday from 6
p.m. until 8 pm.., students can
learn ASL at the ASL Survival
Signs event.
Deaf Awareness Week,
also known as the International
Week Of the Deaf originally
launched in 1958 in Rome by
the World Federation ofthe Deaf

(WFD). Now it is celebrated by
the deaf community on a global
scale. This week is designed to
create awareness for the deaf
community on an individual,
community and government
level. It is the hope of the WFD
that unity throughout the deaf
community could be a symbol
of unity to the rest of the world.
Along with bringing the deaf
community together, the WFD
strives to promote the rights of
deaf people, and improve the
status of national sign languages
while also improving access to
education and services for both
deaf and hearing communities.
At Clemson, students
interested in pursuing American
Sign Language can take
classes that fulfill the language
requirements for both General
Education and specific majors.
Clemson students can even
pursue ASL as a minor, or as a
concentration in a Bachelor of
Arts in World Languages.
Clemson
University's
educational efforts regarding
ASL have gained recognition
nationwide, and Clemson's ASL
Student Club, a key partner of
the ASL program, has continued
to grow over the past several
years. The club is student
directed and aims to organize
events and socials to bring the
deaf community together and
to celebrate deaf culture. The
. ASL Student Club has organized
events for each day of Deaf
Awareness week including ''ASL
Poetry and Art" from 9:30 a.m.
until 10:45 a.m. in the Daniel
Hall Class of 1941 Studio and
"The Deaf Experience Panel"
from 7 p.m. until 8:30 p.m. in
Kinard 201 on Tuesday. The
film "See What I Mean" will
be shown in the McKissick
Theater on Wednesday from
5:30 p.m. until 7:30 p.m. and
a Deaf Education Panel will
discuss teaching deaf students on
Thursday from 7 p.m. until 8:30
p.m. in the Academic Success
Center, room 118. The week will
.end with a silent dinner and open
mic on Friday from 5 p.m. until
9 p.m. at Inky's in Easley. To find
out more, visit http://calendar.
clemson .edu/ event/ deaf_
awareness_week_asl_survival_
signs_i#.VkkbNYvEFUQ

HEARING LOSS
by the NUMBERS
28 MILLION AMERICANS HAVE
SOME DEGREE OF HEARING LOSS
ABOUT 2MILLION OF THESE PEOPLE
ARE CLASSIFIED AS DEAF
ONLY ABOUT 10% OF THESE 2MILLION
WERE BORN DEAF; 90% BECAME DEAF
LATER IN LIFE

Display on Lever Beach illustrates statistics of the Trans* community such as homicide and suicide rates.

TRANS* AWARENESS WEEK
Gantt Multicultural Center and CGSA will host
events highlighting issuesfaced by Trans* students
Justin Lee Campbell
Asst. TimeOut Editor

From Nov. 16 ro Nov.
20, Gantt Multicultural
Center and Clemson Gay
Straight Alliance will host
Trans*
Awareness Week
(TAW). According to Gantt
Multicultural Center, TAW
is "a series of events dedicated
to raising awareness of the
Trans* community and the
issues surrounding Gender
Identity & Expression." For
CGSA, Trans* Awareness
Week is a time to "celebrate
an important but oft
ignored community under
the LGBT umbrella." The
LGBT umbrella includes
the lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender communities.
This is the first year
that Clemson University is
officially recognizing Trans*
Awareness Week.
When
asked about the significance
of TAW, Jessie Bailey, the
rec en rl y elected President
of CGSA, said, "LGBTQ+
visibility on campus is pretty
limited; trans visibility is
even smaller." Bailey stressed
the concept of campus
inclusion.
"We . .. pride
ourselves on the Clemson
Family, but the presented
image of that family is very
homogenous," said Bailey.
"Clemson is comprised of
every type of human being...
and it's important for us to

acknowledge that."
GLAAD,
a
mediamonitoring
organization
representing
the
LGBT
community,
defines
transgender as "an umbrella
term for people whose gender
identity
and/or
gender
expression differs from what
is typically associated with
the sex they were assigned
at birth." On Nov. 17, the
101:
workshop
"Trans*
What is Gender Identity"
will be held in McKissick
Theatre from 7 p.m . to 8:30
p.m . The workshop will
feature Graduate Student
Government Vice President
and transgender woman
Blair Durkee. "The Trans*
101 workshop will be a
probing discussion about
gender identity and its
meaning in modern society,"
Durkee said. She will give
a presentation on gender
identity by discussing current
events and her experience
as a transgender woman. "I
encourage those who come
to not be shy and to ask
absolutely anything they
want-chances are good that
someone else has the same
question ." Shawn Knight,
the graduate assistant for
LGBTQ
programs
on
campus, echoes Durkee's
statement, saying, "Our
staff and students are happy
to engage in conversations
about the topic. No question
is a stupid question. This

issue impacts more students
than people realize."
The first event of
the week is "Breaking the
Bathroom Binary" on Nov.
16. Restrooms in Harcombe,
Schilleter, the Union and
Hendrix will be temporarily
changed from either male
or female to non-gendered
bathrooms.
Bailey
says
that the "intent is to raise
awareness to the very real
issue that transgender and
gender
non-conforming
people face every time they
need to use a public restroom
- the fear of walking into the
'wrong' bathroom and being
confronted." Traci Hefner,
a Clemson Ph.D. candidate
said in regards to the issue,
"Many people in our society
do not fit perfectly into the
male-female binary." Hefner,
who has a graduate certificate
in women and gender
studies, claims, "Raising
awareness helps to build
tolerance and acceptance and
ultimately leads to a safer
campus environment for
all students."
The Trans* Day of
Remembrance on Nov. 18
draws national focus to
the members of the Trans*
community who have lost
their lives from either suicide
or violent crime. At 7 p.m .,
students will gather at Lever
Beach
behind
Hendrix
Student Center to hold
a vigil. "The transgender

community is rife with
problems like hate crimes
and high suicide rates,"
Bailey said. "Violent hate
crimes are unfortunately a
very real threat to the trans
community." Activity on
Yik Yak reveals die possible
threat
to
transgender
individuals at Clemson. One
comment with the geotag for
Central, SC, is, "I beat the
sh*t out of transvestites for
fun."

The Tiger reached out
to CUPD Chief of Police
Eric Hendricks for questions
about campus safety. "CUPD
will be extra patrolling event
venues and working with
event hosts to provide a safe
and secure environment for
all attending throughout the
week," Hendricks said. ·
When asked specifically
about Yik Yak comments,
Hendricks stated that "social
media sites will work with
law enforcement when a
direct threat is made and
based on the content of the
posting, the poster will be
held accountable, resulting
in a possible criminal
charge." Hendricks advised
students to call 911 if they
see anything threatening
or suspicious.
For more information
about Trans* Awareness
Week,
contact
Shawn
Knight, the graduate assistant
of LGBTQ programs at
smknigh@clemson.edu.

Writer's Harvestfeeds the hungry
Katy Koon
Copy Editor

Clemson's
foremost
creative writers will be
reading their works to
benefit the Loaves and Fishes
food pantry at 7 p.m. on
Wednesday night, November
18, in the Self Auditorium
of the Strom Thurmond
Institute. Jillian Weise, Keith
Lee Morris, A.O. Carson,
Sarah Cooper, John Pursley
III and Candace Wiley will
be the featured writers.
They are all award-winning
artists and members of
Clemson's faculty.
Writers' Harvest began

at Clemson in 1998 when the area.
Writers' Harvest has
the
national
nonprofit
organization
Share
Our had a long and successful
Strength sponsored similar history at Clemson since
events across the country to Keith Morris did the first
help feed hungry children. It reading 17 years ago. Mike
has continued over the years Pulley, a senior lecturer
to benefit the hungry in the in
Clemson's
Advanced
area by collecting food for Writing Program, took over
Loaves and Fishes. According as event organizer in 2009.
to the Loaves and Fishes He's seen Writers' Harvest
website,
this
Greenville grow from a small event in
charity gathers food from · the Vickery lecture hall to
grocery stores, restaurants and a popular gathering in the
food drives from across the Self Auditorium. According
upstate and then distributes to Pulley, Writers' Harvest is
the donations to 94 partner the only reading of the year
agencies . Donations brought where this many members of
to Writers' Harvest will be the creative faculty all read
distributed to hungry kids in together on the same stage.

"It's an amazing reading of
the top creative writers here
at Clemson in one evening,"
he said. "And you're helping
a really good cause feeding
hungry children throughout
the upstate ."
The event is sponsored
by the Pearce Center for
Professional Communication
and the English Majors
Organization.
To
gain
admission, people are asked
to bring at least one canned
good or monetary donation.
Checks can be made out to
Loaves & Fishes, Inc. Also,
the bookstore will be selling
copies of the featured writers'
books at the event.
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Blood drives happen year round, so what's so special about Blood Bowl? As you'll read in m,ultiple articles
across this two page spread, donating blood saves lives. It m,ay seem, obvious, but unfortunately not enough
people donate to m,eet the overwhelniing need. The Blood Bowl transform,s the rivalry between Clem,son
and USC into a m,eans ofgaining com,m,unity participation, especially in a tim,e ofyear where donations
statistically drop.

CAN CLEMSON BREAK
USC'S STREAK?
Matthew Stapleton
News Editor

Starting today, Clemson's
chapter of Alpha Phi Omega
(APO), a national co-eel service
fraternity, in conjunction with
the Red Cross will host its 31st
Blood Bowl, this annual blood
drive competition is held against
the University ofSouth Carolina.
Last year, USC won, receiving
the most blood donations, but
Clemson's APO has increased
its marketing efforts to help
Clemson take the gold.
"Every year, more and more
people are excited about Blood
Bowl," said Megan O 'Brien, a
senior environmenral and natural
resources major and APO's
current public relations chair.
"We had several articles running
this semester, we're all over
social media. We have over 17
sponsors in downtown Clemson
this year."
Additionally,
a
video
campaign featuring members
and relatives of the Clemson
community impacted by blood
donations will be posted daily on
the Clemson Blood Bowl event
page on Facebook.
While USC has been
undefeated in the Blood Bowl
since 2008, APO remains
hopeful
about
Clemson's
chances. "I think we can beat

USC this year," said Michael
Elbrecht, a junior biology major.
"We're really trying to get people
from off-campus [to come] on
campus - we're even running
a shuttle this year to help them
donate." According to Wikipedia,
out of the previous 30 years,
USC currently leads 16-14, with
Clemson's longest winning streak
lasting from 1994-1997. USC is
currently on their longest streak.,
starting in 2008.
"I think I'm most excited for
how it brings Clemson together
as a whole," said Miranda
Kopfman, a junior biochemistry
major and member ofthe service
fraternity. "Everyone comes
together ro support a really good
cause to save lives and beat USC."
According to the American
Red Cross, blood donations
are at their lowest during the
summer and winter holiday
seasons. Considering more than
41 ,000 donations are required
each day for hospiral patients,
if each blood donor gave three
rimes a year, there would be no
more shortages.
Olivia Beresheim, a junior
nursing major, said, "I think
a lot of people don't want to
donate because they think 'oh
this takes up my time' or 'I don't
like needles, I don't want to
donate blood.' But the impact
that you have on people's lives

is so massive. Just by donating
one donation - one pint can save up ro three lives.'' She
asks members of the Clemson
community ro "think about
other people" while walking
around campus and seeing the
various donation buses.
Kopfrnan
encourages
first-rime donors to participate
in the Blood Bowl, especially
considering the accessibility
through Blood Bowl. "I've never
donated before, and I think this
is a good opportunity for me to
help others . . . We're going to be
super friendly. We'll even go in
with you if you want us to."
Another
member
of
APO, senior environmental
engineering major Jacob Tracy,
shared some ways that students
can get involved with the Blood
Bowl outside of donating. He
recommended changing cover
photos on Facebook to match
the one on the event page. In
addition, Tracy said, "Thank all
our sponsors for participating.
I think it helps a lot if we show
we're appreciative ofwhat they're
doing. Hopefully that can help
encourage those [sponsors]ro
participate again in the future."
The official hashrag this year
on Twitter is #CUBloodBowl31,
as well as #GiveBloodSaveLives.
Additionally, for those interested,
follow the Facebook page under

Students, faculty and even mascots are encouraged to donate blood on campus.

ALL TYPES OF TIGERS
IN FOR BLOOD BOWL
Kelly Colwell
Asst. News Editor
Aimed at saving lives and
breaking the seven- year USC
winning streak, this week's
Blood Bowl facilitates Blood
Connection and AnMed Health
blood donations across campus.
The 31st annual Clemson
Carolina Blood Bowl will take
place from Nov. 16 until Nov.
20. From 10 a.m. until 6 p.m.,
students can donate blood at
the Hendrix Student Center,
Bowman Field, Holmes, Fernow
Street, Brackett, Riggs, Vickery
and a location between Edwards
and McAdams. Donors will
receive a free shirt and wristband
for discounts in downtown
Clemson all week. Clemson fans,
students and faculty will compete
to donate more blood than
USC fans.
For the past seven years,
USC has bear Clemson, bringing
the score ro 16 wins for USC
and 14 wins for Clemson. The
winning team will be awarded
the blood drive trophy at the
USC-Clemson football game
in Wtlliarns-Brice Stadium on
Nov. 21.

Over the years, the
compenaon
has
collected
over 100,000 liters of blood,
potentially helping over 300,000
people. In fact, Blood Bowl is the
largest collegiate blood drive in
the country. Always raking place
a week before the Palmetto Bowl,
the blood drive uses the famous
rivalry between the Tigers and
Gamecocks as an incentive to save
lives. Additionally, the holiday
seasons see a general decrease in
blood donations, making the
Blood Bowl particularly relevant
at this rime of year.
Donated
blood
is
required for numerous medical
procedures, but according to the
American Red Cross only five
percent of eligible donors donate
despite the constant demand.
Blood cannot remain in storage
for long periods of rime: red
blood cells must be used within
35 ro 42 days, and platelets must
be used within five days.
The donation process only
takes about 10 minutes, but one
donation can help up to three
people because donations can
be subdivided into three separate
components red blood cells,
platelets and plasma.

+

The Red Cross encourages
everyone to donate, especially
those with 0- blood type.
Type 0- donors, also known as
Universal Donors, can provide
their blood to anyone in need.
Other blood types have to be
marched up with that= of the
receiving patient, so as not to cause
further harm. Type 0- blood
is also often used in emergency
situations when medical officials
do not have rime to determine a
patient's blood type. Blood type
O+ can be given to 84 percent of
America's population.
Type AB blood donors are
particularly encouraged to donate
as it is America's rarest blood type,
and they are universal plasma
donors that can be matched
to anyone. Type AB plasma is
also ofi:en used in emergency
situations before a patient's blood
type has been determined, and
is therefore in high demand. In
order to donate, you must be
healthy, 17 years old (or 16 with
parent's consent), and weigh at
least 110 pounds.
Donarors
are required to have a 12.5 gm/
lb hemoglobin count, and are
encouraged to eat a full meal
prior to donating.
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BEHIND ENEMY LINES, BLOOD BOWL EDITION
Elaine Day

behind the scenes that people don't
think about. I still can't believe the drive
begins today!

Contributor

In anticipation of this week's annual
Blood Bowl, Tue Tiger went behind
enemy bylines to talk to Nina
Johnnie and Taylor Jones, chairs of
the Carolina-Oemson Blood Battle
student organization at USC, to get an
opponent's view ofthe competition.

OUTLOOK: What

kind of student
turnout has USC had in previous years?
Farulty support?
NINA JOHNNIE: USC has had a
tremendous turnout over the past three
decades. Last year we had over 4,000
donors come out throughout the week and
a couple hundred student volunteers. The
faculty has shown an incredible amount of
support as well, and it is not uncommon
to see multiple professors waiting in line
to donate. They have no problem at all
letting Blood Drive committee members
and volunteers come in during their class
time to promote the blood drive or pass
out flyers.

OL: What

is the most difficult

thing

about planning the Blood Bowl? Tue
most ~ting thing?
NJ: I would say the most difficult thing
about planning the blood drive is time
constraint. We began meeting with the
committee at the beginning of September
and over two months of planning it begins
to seem like a very long time but it really
flies by. There is so much to do and organize

OL: What

kinds of events will USC
be having in conjunction with the
Blood Bowl?
NJ: During the week of the blood drive
we have a banner competition between
student organizations and daily raffies with
prizes from our local sponsors.

OL: How

would you try to convince
someone who has never donated blood

before to give?
Taylor Jones: Well, there is no substitute
for the gift of blood. It's a way for fans
or people of the community to make a
difference and actually save lives with just a
simple donation.

OL: South Carolinaobviously has arecent
history of winning this competition; is
the streak going to continue this year?

TJ: In

past years we have been blessed
with a great number student, faculty. and
alumni donors; hopefully this year will
have as good of a turnout as recent years.
May the best team win!

We also talked to Tyler
one of Oemson's Blood
committee chairs.

West,
Bowl

TW: Student turnout has

been great the
past several years, but we will need students
more than ever before since we are currently
on a seven year losing steak to USC. 2012
was the peak year in which 3,534 units
of blood were donated. Since then, that
number has declined, yielding 3,293 units
in 2013 and 2,793 units in 2014. We
would love to bring the number of units
beyond 3,000 once again! Community
members are just as important as students,
and that seems to be the Achilles' heel of
Clemson when going against USC in the
Blood Bowl. Community members need
to be more informed of the contest so that
more units can be given.

OL: What

is the most difficult

thing

about planning the Blood Bowl? Tue
most ~ting thing?
TW:The Blood Bowl is difficult to plan
because of all the minor details that have
to be plotted out abead of time; they
are subject to change, and they may
even change on accident if some sort
of miscommunication occurs. Also, as
said before, it is difficult to involve the
community and get them easy ways to
give blood on campus. The most exciting
part will be to see all of our hard work pay
off. and any amount of blood given will
ultimately be worth all the planning.

OL:What kinds of events will Clemson
be having in conjunction with the Blood

OL: What

kind of student turnout
has Oemson had in previous years?
Faculty support?

Bowl?

TW: In conjunction with the Blood Bowl,
we will be holding a "Greek Bowl" to

help promote Greek organizations giving
blood. More importantly, there will be a
community day [community members
can park in P3 for access to blood
donation sites] set for Wednesday, Nov.
18 so that the community can be more
involved. It is the very first time we've
done that!
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OL:

How would you try to convince
someone who has never donated blood
befure to give?
TW:We can't control who does and who
doesn't give blood. However, a lot of
people turn down giving blood siniply
because they are afraid to do so. Ir isn't a
I
life or death situation; only about <\' pint
of blood is given, and it will do absolutely
no harm to the body. Giving blood is not
about the act of giving, but about saving
others' lives, in the end.
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OL: What is something different
you'd litre to see from the Oemson
community that you haven't seen
in past years as it relates to the
Blood Bowl?
TW: As said before, we would love to have
the community more involved, and that
all comes down to communication. The
community is as essential to the success
of the Blood Bowl just as much as the
students are. The community simply
participating in the Blood Bowl would
be a success, and further advertisement by
wearing the t-shirts given afterwards would
be ideal for helping communicate about
the Blood Bowl.
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Future student shares the personal effects of blood donation

Hannah Warren

Future Clemson Student

T

he fuse time I donated
blood, it flowed so fast
I was done in half the
average time. I almost
passed out. The second
time, everything went perfectly;
I had a fantastic experience, but
before I could give for a third
time, I was diagnosed with cancer.
When
you're
in
chemotherapy, your blood takes a
beating. Your hemoglobin drops,
and you become pale, tired and
headachy. Your immune system
shatters under the weight of the
drugs like a glass-top table. Your
platelets are entirely obliterated.
You need strength, but your body
can't give it to you anymore. It
takes a blood transfusion just to
make it through the week.
After my first transfusion,

I felt as though I had just slept
for 12 hours. I was revitalized. I
felt like running, jumping, and
singing. New blood gave me
new life.
Through the weeks, while
waiting on transfusions, I've seen
so many children in the clinics.
Some of these are lirtle bald
toddlers tottering down the hall of
the hospital; learning to walk by
pulling themselves up by their IV
pole. Instead of zipping around,
playing and learning about the
world around them, they're sick
and tired. Blood transfusions give
them the energy they need to be
children again.
Now imagine me. I'm
18 - planning on joining the
Tigers at Clemson this January
as I try to get back to school and
to normalcy.
I am you. But unlike you,
I don't go to school, and I rarely

see my friends. I used to do the
"stay in bed and watch Netflix
all day" toutine. Every day. It's
not fun anymore. I can tell you,
though, that blood transfusions
gave me the energy to get up and
go too. Not only did they give me

"Having been a giver
as well as a receiver

/of blood}, I ani so
grateful for every
pint."
physical rejuvenation, but they
also gave me faith that in this
world, there are still good people.
Giving blood isn't easy. It takes
time, a lirtle pain, and for some,
facing their fears. Having been a
giver as well as a receiver, I am so
grateful for every pint.
It takes a generous soul to

want to give blood.
The American Red Cross
says that every two seconds,
someone in the U.S. needs blood,
and I believe it. A car accident
victim might need up ro 100
pints of blood. In addition, sickle
cell disease affects over 70,000
people in the United States,
with around 1,000 babies born
with it each year. For me, after
going through radiation to my
pelvic area for about a month,
my platelets are not what they
should be. I have lost count of
the platelet transfusions I have
needed over the past year and a
half, not to mention red blood cell
transfusions.
I am so amazed that there
is enough blood to go around,
but then I remember the people
that give: the people that organize
things like the Blood Bowl and
the people that participate. Your

kindness and your passion is a
beautiful, mind-blowing blessing.
On behalf of everyone who has
ever needed blood, I thank you.
I thank you from the bottom of
my heart.
Your blood is needed. Not
just for cancer patients like me, or
the lirtle ones I see in clinic every
week, or the friends and family
you might know personally, but
for the countless that suffer from
emergencies every day.
If you are nervous about
donating, I understand. Everyone
has heard horror stories about
that time their friend/family
member's donation didn't go well.
For some, it's simply not possible
to give. However, if it's possible
for you, I encourage you to try.
It's an easy, safe process. If you
donate, you save lives. It's
that simple.
GOTIGERS!
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President Clements and former Oemson Undergraduate Student Body President Maddy Thompson pose for a picture as they give blood during the 30th Annual Blood Bowl.
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Wide receiver ArtavisScott (3) goes upto catch.a pass &om quartabadcDeshaun Watson (4) againstSyraruseon Saturday Nov.14. The Tigers beat the Orange 37-'1:7 and improw.d to 10-0 on tbe-n.
Matthew Bridges
Asst. Sports Editor

A close victory leads to questions as the
Tigers continue their undefeated season.

s I awoke on Saturday to
a beautiful full day and
a 9-0 Clemson football
team, I couldn't help but
feel comfortable as my Tigers
were set to take on Syracuse, a
team who had lost six games
in a row. As the game began,
Clemson flashed back to the
Miami game a few weeks ago,
when the Tigers demolished the
Hurricanes 58-0.
Clemson did not take long
to prove why they are the No.
1 team in the nation. Only two
minutes into the game, Clemson
had attained a 14 point lead after
a Wayne Gallman touchdown
run, a forced fumble on defense
and a three-yard touchdown run
by Deshaun Watson.
However, after marking a
"W" on my schedule and looking
forward to Wake Forest next
Saturday, I had to quickly erase
my mark, and sense of comfort,
as a 3-6 Syracuse was showing
that they came to play.
After a fumble by Kelly
Bryant, the Orange capitalized
on their short field position
when Ervin Philips, the Syracuse
running back, rushed for a 28yard touchdown. Later in the
quarter, Syracuse quarterback

Zack Mahoney, who is not the
Orange's starting quarterback,
ran past the Clemson defense for
a 10-yard touchdown, tying the
game 14-14.
After the game, Clemson
defensive coordinator Brem
Venables thought he "did
a terrible job getting [the
defense] ready."
Finally, after a tumultuous
start, I had to keep a level head
and realize that there was plenty
of time left to regain our lead.
Clemson clearly remained calm
too, taking a 31-17 lead into
halftime after touchdowns by
Charone Peake and Deon Cain
along with a 38-yard field goal by
Greg Huegel. The Tigers stayed
ahead through the remainder of
the game. In the third quarter,
Mahoney ran for his second
touchdown to make the score 3124. In the fourth quarter, Huegel
connected on two more field
goals, while Syracuse kicker Cole
Murphy made one. After a wild
start to the game, Clemson came
out on top 37-27 to stretch their
record to a perfect 10-0.
Clemson turned the ball
over three times against Syracuse.
However, Head Coach Dabo
Swinney put a positive spin to
Clemson's blunders by stating,
''When you make the type of
mistakes that we made tonight
and still find a way to win,

that's a sign of a really good
football team."
Warson had another strong
performance for the Tigers,
passing for 360 yards and two
touchdowns and rushing for 101
yards and a touchdown. Charone
Peake had his best performance
of the season, reaching a career
high in receiving yards (120)
while also scoring a touchdown.
Finally, Deon Cain continues to
be a force to be reckoned with,
with 67 yards receiving and a
touchdown, his third ptraight
game with a touchdown.
This win gives the Clemson
football program irs fifth
consecutive 10-win season, and
its 10-0 record has only been
reached rwice before in Clemson
football history, one ofthose being
in 1981 when Clemson won the
National Championship.
Also, Clemson's offense
gained 566 total yards against
Syracuse, their sixth straight
game with at least 500, which is
a school record. Wayne Gallman
broke a record of his own by
reaching 1000 rushing yards on
the season, the 14th Clemson
player to do so. Clemson will
play Wake Forest, who now
holds a 3-7 record, on Saturday.
The Tigers will play the
Demon Deacons at 3:30 p.m.
in Death Valley as they try to
remain undefeated.

MEN'S BASKETBALL DEFEATS

NC

CENTRAL IN SEASON OPENER
Cole Little
Contributor

I

Forw.ud Donte Grantham (15) dribbles past aNC Central defunder in theTigers' 74-40 victory.

t

f the first game is a sign
of what to expect from
the
Clemson
Tigers
men's basketball team this
season, Tiger fans have
a lot to look forward to.
Clemson dominated the
North
Carolina Central
Eagles, a team that ran the
table in the Mid-Eastern
Athletic Conference last
year. The 74-40 win on
Friday night christened its
2015-16 residency in the
Bon Secours Wellness Arena.
Jaron Blossomgame led the
way for the Tigers, scoring
18 points throughout the
evening, but overall the
scoring was widespread for
Clemson. This is a positive
omen for an offense that
was innocuous at times this
past season.
Perhaps the best aspect
of the game for the Tigers
was the performance of
center Sidy Djitte, who
returned from a preseason
meniscus
surgery.
The
sophomore showed no signs
of being hampered by his
recent knee injury, adding
nine points and hauling in
five rebounds in 19 minutes
of action. This season,

Djitte and Landry Nnoko
should form a formidable
duo, presenting plenty of
problems on the glass for
Clemson's opponents.
The
Tigers
went
into halftime boasting an
impressive 38-16 lead. Coach
Brad Brownell's vaunted
defensive prowess was on
full display Friday night, as
NC Central, a team with
a solid offense last season,
failed to eclipse 25 points
in either half. In addition,
the Eagles' leading scorer,
DaJuan Graf, only had 11
points. Regarding his team's
dominant
performance,
Coach
Brownell
said
after t he game, "WT
we were
strong from the beginning,
had control of the game
and never let (NCCU)
take a run."
Junior
guard
Avry
Holmes, a transfer from the
University of San Francisco
who sat out last season due to
NCAA transfer rules, made
his Clemson debut against
NC Central and put up 11
points. Donte Grantham
also contributed 11 points,
and Nnoko grabbed nine
rebounds. The defense was
impressive from the top of
the roster to the bottom,
and team leader Jaron
Blossomgame
indicated

that postgame when he
rold reporters, "It starts on
the defensive end. We
have to get stops. Guys
like me and Landry and
Donte
(Grantham)
are
blocking shots, and that
obviously creates transition
for us."
Of all the positive
takeaways from the Clemson
Tigers'
performance
in
Friday night's game, and
there were quite a few, many
might find the excellent
free throw shooting to
be the most important.
The Tigers have suffered
from free throw shooting
trouble over the course
of the past few years, but
Clemson knocked down
a respectable 20 of 23
free
throws
against
NC Central.
Coach Brownell was
pleased with the Tigers'
play on the night, saying, "I
thought our guys executed
well
and
made
good
decisions. I am proud of the
way the guys played tonight."
All
in
all,
the
Tigers
were
on
Friday
spectacular
night, and Brownell and
crew can only hope that
they carry that momentum
through
the
remainder
of the non-conference slate.
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Clem,son advances to second round
ofNCAAtournam,ent
Allison Daniel
Sports Editor

Abbey Jones (21) fights for a ball versus a Fwman defender at Historic Riggs Field.

LOVE TA
JOIN OU

The Clemson women's
soccer team dominated
Furman in the opening
round
of the
NCM
Tournament on Saturday
Nov. 14. This is the Tigers'
first NCM Tournament
victory since 2007 and the
first under Head Coach
The
Eddie
Radwanski.
coach said, "The team was
highly motivated" in this
matchup and that they "had
a good week of practice
and it translated into a
good performance."
The Tigers got going
early when No. 7 Shannon
Horgan scored in the 12th
minute off a pass from

Paige Reckert. Only 18
seconds later, No. 21 Abby
Jones found No. 2 Miranda
Weslake, who was able
to place the ball past the
Paladin keeper to give the
Tigers a 2-0 lead.
The 18 seconds between
goals is the Clemson
women's soccer record for
shortest time between goals
and it is also tied with the
current Clemson men's
soccer record. The Tigers
entered the second half
2-0, having refused Furman
a single shot in the first
45 minutes.
In the 66th minute,
No. 11 Catrina Atanda took
a shot that was deflected
by Furman's goalie, which
Jones collected on the

N BOU

rebound and sank in the
back of the net to solidify
the Tigers' lead at 3-0.
Keeper Kailen Sheridan did
not record a save on the ·
night and earned her 22nd
career shutout, the second
highest in Clemson women's
soccer history.
With the win, the Tigers
advance to the second round
of the NCM Tournament,
where they will host Ole
Miss at home. The Rebels
defeated Murray State 1-0
in their first round match
up on Friday, Nov. 13. The
game between Clemson
and Ole Miss is scheduled
for Friday, Nov. 20. The
time and ticket information
will be announced later
in the week.
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Interview by Saavon Smalls, Associate Editor //Photo contributed by Dr. Andrew Levin
Being a professor seems to be a tough job, but when you have to teach more than 60 students how to collectively play
classical and contemporary pieces, things can get especially hectic. We talked to Dr..Andrew Levin about how he gets
through running Clemson's Symphony Orchestra, his start in music and what the football team's next locker room dance
should be!
TIMEOUT CTOJ: How did you first get
your start in music?

ANDREW LEVIN [AU: [Laughs] It goes
back a long way. In fourth grade, I
started taking violin lessons. Some
man stopped by my class, showed
me and the other kids a violin and
I wanted to play it. That's how I
started the violin the same year I
started playing the piano, because
my older rwo sisters played the piano
and I wanted to do it, too ... then I
switched from violin to viola and I've
kept those rwo (viola and piano) up
for years.

TO:

What are the mechanisms of
running an orchestra?

AL:

and you don't get an undergraduate
degree in conducting, but I did take
conducting classes. I soon realized
that this was what I wanted to do. It's
not a career where you should think,
"Oh, I like telling people what to do."
You have to have a sense of what the
piece should be and sound like, and
when you have SO-something people,
they can't collectively decide how the
piece should go. You need someone
to guide them and since I loved
orchestra, it seemed like a natural fit.

TO: As students come and go at
Clemson, is it hard for their musical
styles to click? How do you resolve
that?

AL:

There's always going to be
turnover and not just because they
come and go. They'll have class
conflicts or decide that they've always
wanted to row. That's what college
is abour, experiencing new things.
It does help to have continuity
and in certain sections, people will
stay all four years. We try to have
a welcoming atmosphere so when
people come in, they feel like they're
a part of something and they feel at
home pretty quickly. There's also the
common aspect of music where you
can just play and then afterwards
branch out and meet new people.

Actually
conducting
an
orchestra when you're up there
waving your arms around is such an
infinitesimally small part of the job.
There's so much organization that
goes on - planning, you have to let
the musicians know when rehearsal is
and when to be there, because they
might only have to be there for a
short amount of time. Before then,
you have to choose what pieces are
going to be in the concert. If you
have any soloists, you have to choose
music that appeals to everyone and
isn't too easy or too hard. You have
to choose music that has a variety
of different styles and nationalities.
Preparing the scores, preparing the
parts, and getting the musicians there is a lot of planning.

are some of your musical/
conducting inspirations, and how do
you try to integrate them into your
orchestra?

TO:

AL:

Did you always want to be a
conductor?

AL: No, I just liked the music.
When I was a senior in high school,
our orchestra conductor was going
through some difficult times so he
wasn't always there. I would get
up and wave my arms and I had a
lot of fun. Then I went to college,

TO: Who

I had a conducting teacher,
Samuel Jones, during my time at Rice
University while getting my master's.
He inspired me in terms of the
physical aspects of conducting, along
with the mental and studying aspects
of conducting. You should know the
music as well as you can before you're
even at rehearsal. That way, as a
colleague told me, your first rehearsal
should seem like a performance. I try

to have a lot of integrity, but I'm also
a child in the sense that I realize that
you can't just do classical anymore.
One thing that we're doing for an
upcoming show is playing some
of John Williams' works. Williams
wrote much of the music for big
blockbusters such as "E.T.," "Jaws,"
"Superman," "Schindler's List," "Star
Wars," and "Indiana Jones." We're
doing a piece from an early movie of
his, "Cowboy," starring John Wayne.
It's just so much fun to do and to get
excited about.

TO:

You've written your own songs
and even have an album. Has the
orchestra ever performed any of your
pieces and if so, what is it like seeing
them work on your projects from
start to finish?

AL: Most of what I have written has
been for small groups like trios and
quartets. We have a student string
quartet and they will go out and
play for university events, President
Clements and even weddings and
such off campus. For most of
those events, they'll play versions
of what I've written and arranged,
so it's always fun to see them play.
They have played some of my own
compositions. The orchestra has,
but they have been smaller pieces;
the big piece that they played was in
2004. I'm not mainly a composer,
I'm mainly a performer and teacher.
It's not a major part of my life - the
CD that I made was more of a labor
of love - but I don't normally cross
that over to the orchestra.

TO:

What has been one of your
favorite performances that you
have conducted since your time at
Clemson?

other college students to compete to
win the opportunity to perform with
the orchestra. We currently have rwo
high school students that have won
this year's competition and will knock
your socks off. It's super inspiring for
them to get to play with the orchestra
and the audience loves it.

TO:

What is the biggest hurdle you
have had to overcome in your career
at Clemson?

AL:

In the south, there's a big band
culture and people want to be a
part of it. There's a huge social and
musical event where you get to go to
games. It's exciting and the students
love to do it. I just wish that more
people knew about the orchestra. A
lot of students don't know or have
the opportunity to participate in the
orchestra in high school, so they don't
think about it in college.

TO: Most people

TO:

What would you say to those
students who don't know about the
orchestra or have reservations over
playing about getting involved? And
how can they get involved?

and his wife play with the orchestra.
We also have a competition every
year where we invite high school and

have probably seen
Vines of Dabo Swinney and the
football team dancing in the locker
rooms after a win. If you could pick
a classical song for them to dance to,
what would it be?

AL: Orchestra is a class, and I try to AL:
contact those students who played
musical instruments in high school
and send them emails to try and get
them interested in orchestra. I talk
about the social aspect, which is a
small but important part of getting
involved. Continuing to play what
they've worked so hard to develop
over the years is important, and I try
to interest them in the music that
we're playing. Sometimes it's just
the excitement of getting to play in
an orchestra. Overall, we try to be
visible.

TO: What do you and your orchestra

AL: We had someone named Jay Unger

and we're currently in rehearsal. We
rehearse rwice a week and I'll let the
orchestra know what we're playing
so they know what to rehearse for.
The rwo high school kids who
won the competition are brought
in and we work the music and get
everything better. We're also doing a
performance in the morning, as well
as this morning, where public, home
and church school kids are bused in
and it always goes over really well. I
try to make it an "educational" thing,
so that the kids could realize that
this is something that they could do.
Then the evening comes, where we
play a 30-35 minute symphony. The
rwo concertos, a violinist and pianist,
then play solos with the orchestra.
Then we finish off with the John
Williams "Cowboys" piece, which is
a real toe-tapper and should be a lot
of fun and excitement.

have coming up in the next few
weeks?

AL: We

have a concert on Nov. 17,

\I

There is this dance called the
Trepak. It's by Tchaikovsky and it's
from "The Nutcracker." So if you've
ever seen it, it's a pretty wild Russian
dance. There's a lot of energy, so you
picture multiple dancers crossing
their arms and kicking their legs up
and down erratically. And then, as if
it isn't crazy enough, they get faster
and there's this huge energy.

TO: If you could say one thing to the
Clemson Tigers and community,
what would it be?

AL: Don't be

afraid of the orchestra;
you'll actually like it. I try to make
it engaging, it's all about to your
emotions. Music is music and if you
open up your hearts and ears, I think
you'll like it.

-
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:TRENDS THAT NEED TO DIE
Nathan Goodroe / / Contributor

Fashion and culture have a way of being cyclical: things pass and eventually come back into style. Teenagers look back at pictures of their parents
and get a nice laugh at what their hair or clothes looked like. They make silent promises to themselves that they will never regret the choices they've
made, but it won't be long before they are having children of their own and regretting the bold choices they once made. Here are three trends of years
past that should not make a genuine or even ironic comeback:

RATTAILS

AIRBRUSH T-SHIRT

It seems difficult to explain to future
generations what exactly a rattail is, but in short:
it is growing out the hair at rhe nape of the neck
until the hair has reached a disgusting length,
giving the impression that you have lost all
incentive to keep anyone inside your personal
bubble.
Some rattails become long enough to braid
or even put a bead in, but how much frosting
can you put on a brick before it becomes good
to eat? Future hipsters are beginning to plan
how to accentuate their style to help bring their
focus back on the long strands that flop lazily on
their backs.

Nothing proves a trip to a beach actually
happened like bringing back a t-shirt with
"Myrtle Beach '11" written in blue, pink and
highlighter yellow. They come in many varieties
like regular, crop-top and sleeveless. But has
one ever been worn outside the captivity of a
sandy beach town?
There is no good reason to wear it. The
curly script is too formal for work around the
house and the bright colors stick out at a fancy
dinner. For everyone involved, it would be best
if the t-shirts remained free of airbrushed paint.

SHUTTER SHADES
I understand how much of a genius Kanye
West is, but shutter shades were never a good
idea. Without any actual lenses, the shades give
minimal- if any- protection from any form of
sunlight or radiation. They may actually impair
the vision of the wearer and cause safety hazards
for walking or driving.
A twelve-pack of the glasses can be purchased
on Amazon for approximately forty cents a piece.
But perhaps Amazon reviewer, "Sophie" put it
best when she gave the one star review, "You
wouldn't want to wear them for any longer than
a minute for a photo because they are so scratchy
and uncomfortable where they touch your face.
Waste of plastic and a waste of money."

Pasatie111.pos
Across

1- Currency unit in Western
Samoa;
5- Aromatic compound;
10- Con game;
14- School founded in 1440;
15- Roman goddess of the
moon;
16- Stinging insect;
17- Cool!;
18- Early Peruvian;
19- Bluesy James;
20- Potpourri bag;
22- Congregation;
24- Old anesthetic;
25- Besides;
26- Cat sound;
28-_firma;
32- RR stops;
35-CD_;
3 7- Official count of
population;
38- Small island;
39- Oldsmobile model;
41- Driving peg;
42- Gasoline;
45- Outdo;
46-_mater;
47- Capital ofYemen;
48- Memory unit;
50- Short essays;
54- This is only _ ;
58- Having the form of a sac;
61- List of corrections;
62- Eastern nanny;
63- Brush a horse;
65- I've Got_ in Kalamazoo;
66- Irritate;
67- Very, to Verdi;
68- Honeycomb unit;
69- lnsectrepelling chemical;
70- Role for Clark;
71- Deuce topper;

Down
1- Highstrung;
2- Bothered;

HOROSCOPES:

~ Jan
AQUARWS
. 20 - Feb. 19

►

Be thankful that it's finally not
hotter than a goat's butt in a pepr
patch outside.

March 21 - April 20 ►

That being said, it's getting colder
than a witch's tit in a brass bra in
January, so layer up!

,:,,PISCES
~

~

· Feb. 20 - March 20

ARIES

•8TAURUS
• •~',.

Make sure to be nice to your
kinfolk while you're away, those c
packages won't send themselves.

►

April 21 - May 20

~GEMINI

1,.1\\
11~)
,, . "

Be warry of Thanksgiving food,
you'll get too big for your britche,

May 21-June 21 ►

f

\1~

-~\-' CANCER

)',1~[.. June 22 I

E

8

t

\f§t

~

i~-t--+--➔-.c
k

j

~-~-~-~-3- Slender freshwater fish;
4- National songs;
5- Prepare a book or film for
release;
6- Transgression;
7- Be silent, musically;
8- Put into law;
9- Cattle spot;
10- Add sugar;
11-Burmese, Manx, and
Scottish Fold;
12- Italian wine city;
13- Movierating org.;
21- Before; ·

23- After the bell;
25- Mil.truant;
27- Like the Sabin vaccine;
29- Queue after Q;
30- Sorry sort;
31- Cruising;
32- Dupes;
33- _ yellow ribbon ... ;
34- Env. notation;
36- Ran into;
37- Reproduction;
40- Holds up;
43- Move by degrees;
44- Hawaiian island;

46- Take away;
49- Paving material;
51- "Enigma Variations"
composer;
52- Waterlogged soil;
53- Irregularly notched;
5 5- Enthusiastic;
56- Stagnant;
57- Reckoning;
58- Reddishbrown gem;
59- French friend;
60- Racer Yarborough;
61- Send forth;
64- Muesli bit;

2

7

3

4

1

1
4

7

9

4 5
9
6

Back in my day, we walked uphill
both ways going to campus!

►

r:. ~, '-- July 23 - Aug. 23

j ~-t--+---t---

6

►

July 22

~
.....
LEO

~-+---l~ -+-----

00

jvmao

Aug. 24 - Sept. 22 ►

~ L mSept.
aA
23 - Oct. 23 ►

w w
..~
_,.,,_. . _,..
'-"~"-'

.

~~

SCORPIO

►

Oct. 24 - Nov. 21

'... _...

~· SAGl'n'ARIUS

SUDOKU Skill Level : ♦♦♦ ◊◊◊

5

►

You may not be able to carry a
tune in a bucket, but that's never
stopped anyone from drunkenly
singing karaoke.

I

CROSSWORD

SOUTHERN EDITION

►

Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

Jt

CAPRICORN

►

Dec. 22 - Jan. 19

That national championship
trophy will look prettier than a
glob of butter melting on a stack
of wheat cakes .

You may be busier than a one
legged man at a butt kickin' cont,
but make sure to rake time off fro
studying.

Bless your heart.

Don't bother with that Five Hour
Energy for your all nighrer, it's
about at useful as a pogo stick in
quicksand .

If everything is coming your way,
you're in the wrong lane!

You COUW check your
grades, bur sometimes it's better
to be happy as a dead pig in the
sunshine.

Horoscopes by James Kidd and Jamie Yarborough, Timeout Staff
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